
Testing and Return to Work 
 
There have been many questions surrounding symptom-based versus
test-based strategies for individuals with COVID-19 regarding the
discontinuation of transmission-based precautions in health care
settings, discontinuation of isolation for persons not in health care
settings, and return to work for health care providers and others
deemed critical or essential. Cases of COVID-19 are placed on an MSDH
Health Officer Order for Home Isolation that outlines the time and
symptom-based strategy for release from isolation and potential return
to work. The Mississippi State Department of Health (MSDH)
recommends a time and symptom-based strategy for the
discontinuation of isolation and transmission-based precautions for
patients with COVID-19. 
 
There is an increasingly common question regarding COVID-19 positive
patients (both those who are discharged from a hospital or those who
are testing positive as an outpatient). There is some confusion among
providers, as some have suggested a repeat period of isolation if a test
continues to be positive, even though the patient would be clear using
the "Time and Symptom-based Strategy." There are really two issues
here that resurface, and they both overlap and can be addressed
together, I believe. 
 

1. Some employers are requiring patients to have a negative PCR test
before returning to work, even though they are now asymptomatic
and non-infectious.

2. Some of our providers or nurses have recommended a repeat
isolation period of a certain time for those who continue to test
positive, despite not having any symptoms (e.g. we have one
patient who continues to test positive after roughly six weeks since
initial diagnosis).

 
Basically, some individuals will continue to test positive for SARS-CoV-2
with the PCR test due to the sensitivity of the assay, even though they
are no longer infectious or contagious.  This is due to dead viral RNA
particle remnants remaining in secretions.
 
MSDH does NOT recommend the "Testing-based Strategy" for either
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returning to work OR for additional quarantine or isolation periods. 
 
It should be considered that regardless of what employers prefer (or
even request), that we continue to use the recommendations by the
MSDH and not test patients again and then give the rationale to the
employers and not require that the patient further quarantine.  In this
case a letter or return to work will be needed from the provider
outlining the recommendation from MSDH.
 
Time and Symptom-based Strategy:
 
For current inpatients and for those being discharged to a long-term
care, nursing home or other facility, and for individuals not in health
care settings, MSDH recommends that transmission-based precautions
and isolation remain in place until: 
 
* The patient has been fever-free for at least 72 hours (without the use
of antipyretics) with improvement of symptoms, and
 
* At least 14 days have passed since the onset of illness. 
 
Return to Work
Individuals deemed critical or essential, including health care providers,
who have been fever free for 72 hours (without the use of antipyretics)
and for whom at least 10 days have passed since the onset of illness,
may be allowed to return to work prior to the end of the 14 days
isolation period while wearing a mask if their employer approves. They
are otherwise to remain isolated at home for the full 14-day period.
 
Test-based Strategy:  MSDH does not recommend a test-based
strategy to discontinue isolation, to discharge from a hospital, or to
return to work for any infected individual.

They do NOT recommend the "Testing-based Strategy" for either
returning to work OR for additional quarantine or isolation periods. 
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Please share this email with anyone who would find the information
helpful. To add someone to the distribution list, please email

alallen1@nmhs.net


